Assessing phylogenetic dependence of morphological traits using co-inertia prior to investigate character evolution in Loricariinae catfishes
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Abstract

With the increase of laboratory facilities, molecular phylogenies are playing a predominant role in evolutionary analyses. However, understanding the evolution of morphological traits remains essential for a comprehensive view of the evolution of a group. Here we present a new approach based on co-inertia analysis for identifying characters which variations are dependent to the phylogeny, a prerequisite for analyzing the evolution of characters. Our approach has the advantage of treating the full data set at once, including qualitative and quantitative variables. It provides a graphical output giving the contribution of each variable to the co-structure, allowing a direct discrimination among phylogenetically dependent and independent variables. We have implemented this approach in deciphering the evolution of morphological traits in a highly specialized group of Neotropical catfishes: the Loricariinae. We have first inferred a molecular phylogeny of this group based on the 12S and 16S mitochondrial genes. The resulting phylogeny indicated that the subtribe Harttiini was restricted to the single genus \textit{Harttia}, and within the subtribe Loricariini, two sister subtribes were distinguished, Sturisomina (new subtribe), and Loricariini. Among Loricariini, the morphological groups \textit{Loricariichthys} and \textit{Loricaria + Pseudohemiodon} were confirmed. The co-inertia analysis highlighted a strong relationship between the morphological and the genetic data sets, and identified three quantitative and eight qualitative variables linked to the phylogeny. The evolution of quantitative variables was assessed using the orthogram method and showed a major punctual event in the evolution of the number of caudal-fin rays, and a more gradual pattern of evolution of the number of teeth along the phylogeny. The evolution of qualitative variables was inferred using ancestral states reconstructions and highlighted parallel patterns of evolution in characters linked to the mouth, suggesting co-evolution of the traits for adapting to divergent substrates.
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1. Introduction

The increasing amount of robust molecular phylogenies, often based on multiple genes, is gradually setting aside the concern of reconciling the phylogenies based on molecules and morphology. As a consequence, studies based on morphological traits incur the risk of a significant decline. The evolution of morphology, visible traits or phenotypes, remain however essential for the understanding of the evolutionary history of a group. A meaningful approach for a comprehensive understanding of the evolution of a given taxon is to first generate a well supported molecular phylogenetic tree and thereafter interpret the evolution of morphological traits in the light of this phylogeny. This
principle is followed in the character mapping methods available, either via parsimony or using stochastic models. The evolution of traits ( morphology, ecology, behavior . . . ) may be plastic and stochastic or, to the contrary, traits may evolve according to a trend tightly linked to the phylogeny of the group. Only those characters displaying variations correlated to a given phylogeny may have their evolution interpreted in the light of that phylogeny. Therefore, testing for phylogenetic dependence is a first and unavoidable step to study the evolutionary relationship between a life trait and the phylogeny ( Ollier et al., 2006 ). Several methods have been developed to detect phylogenetic dependence in comparative data ( e.g. Felsenstein, 1985a ; Cheverud et al., 1985 ; Gittleman and Kot, 1990 ; Harvey and Pagel, 1991 ; Lynch, 1991 ; Diniz-Filho et al., 1998 ; Pagel, 1999a ; Abouheif, 1999 ; Blomberg et al., 2001 ; Ollier et al., 2006 ; for reviews see Rholf, 2001 ; Blomberg et al., 2003 ). Probably the most popular tests were developed by Abouheif ( 1999 ) who modified two previously existing tests, the Test For Serial Independence ( TFSI ) ( von Neumann et al., 1941 ), and the RUNS test ( Sokal and Rohlf, 1995 ), which can detect phylogenetic autocorrelation for quantitative and qualitative variables, respectively. These tests have the advantage of needing only the topological structure of the tree, which allows the use of a wide range of tree sources ( cladograms, phylogenograms, consensus trees, supertrees . . . ) . Each character under study must be however individually tested according to its quantitative or qualitative nature. Therefore, this procedure becomes fastidious when the tree topology is complex, and when the number of traits under study is important.

After testing for the phylogenetic dependence of the character, their evolution can be reconstructed along the given phylogenetic tree. Several methods have been proposed for reconstructing ancestral states or for mapping characters on the tree in order to test hypotheses about the evolution of the selected characters ( Schluter et al., 1997 ; Pagel, 1999b ; Huelsenbeck et al., 2003 ; Pagel et al., 2004 ). They provide a graphical view of the best possible reconstruction of the evolution of the trait assuming an implicit process of evolution ( Maximum Parsimony mapping ) or an explicit model of evolution ( Maximum likelihood, Stochastic, and Bayesian ancestral state reconstructions ). Alternatively, the orthogram method developed by Ollier et al. ( 2006 ) represents a relevant approach that detects and characterizes phylogenetic dependence, and at the same time highlights different patterns of evolution along a phylogenetic tree. However, this method can treat only quantitative data.

Here we present a new approach to detect phylogenetic dependence of characters of different type in a fast, simultaneous and reliable way. Our approach is based on the co-inertia analysis ( Dolédec and Chessel, 1994 ) to assess the common information present within a genetic and a morphological data set. It allows identifying the morphological variables that possess a strong covariation with the phylogeny in a pool of many different morphological variables, either quantitative or qualitative. The strength of our approach is to provide a direct graphical interpretation of the explored data sets. The phylogenetically informative morphological variables can be easily detected as well as the variables unlinked to the phylogeny. This last class of variables is discarded from further analyses as they represent evolutionary “ noise ” . The co-structure can be represented in a phylogram summarizing the total amount of convergent information present in both molecular and morphological data sets.

We have implemented our new approach for identifying morphological characters varying dependently from the phylogeny, and have reconstructed their evolution in a group of highly derived catfishes, the Loriciarinae. Our work has therefore started by the reconstruction of a robust molecular phylogeny of this group based on partial 12S and 16S mitochondrial genes. The Loriciarinae represents a diversified subfamily among the large Neotropical catfish family Loriciaridae, or armored catfish. Loriciarids are characterized by a modification of the mouth structure into a sucker disk, by a body covered with bony plates, and by a unique pair of maxillary barbels. Loriciarids have undergone an evolutionary radiation at a subcontinental scale, from Costa Rica to Argentina, which has been compared to that of the Cichlidae of the Great Lakes of the Rift Valley in Africa ( Schaefer and Stewart, 1993 ). Among Loriciarids, members of the Loriciarinae subfamily are characterized by a long and depressed caudal peduncle and by the absence of an adipose fin. They live stuck to the substrate and show marked variations in body shape due to the various habitats colonized, from lotic to lentic systems, on inorganic or organic substrates. Some groups have numerous teeth, pedunculated, and organized in comb, while other groups have few teeth or even no teeth on premaxillae. These later are often strongly differentiated, and can be bicuspid straight and thick, spoon-shaped, reduced in size or very long. An important diversity in lips structure, which can be strongly papillose, filamentous or smooth, also characterizes this subfamily ( Covain and Fisch-Muller, 2007 ).

Modern classification of Loriciarinae started with Isbrucker ( 1979 ) who proposed a subdivision into four tribes and eight subtribes on the basis of morphology. These included the Loriciarini ( comprising six subtribes ), the Harttiini ( including two subtribes ), the Farlowellini, and the Acestridiini. Schaefer ( 1987 ) established the monophyly of the Loriciarinae on the basis of morphological data, and placed the Acestridiini into another subfamily, the Hypoptopomatiinae ( Schaefer, 1991 ). Rapp Py-Daniel ( 1997 ) confirmed the monophyly of the subfamily and of the Loriciarini sensu Isbrucker ( 1979 ), and redefined the Harttiini comprising former Farlowellini. Further on, Montoya-Burgos et al. ( 1998 ) proposed the first molecular phylogeny of the family Loriciaridae based on mitochondrial markers. They confirmed the position of the Farlowellini nested within Harttiini and provided the first
evidence for a splitting of the subfamily into two lineages, *Harttia*, on one side and all other Loricariinae on the other side. They also found that *Farlowella* and *Sturisoma* form the sister group to the Loricariini. In a recent work, Covain and Fisch-Muller (2007) recognized 203 valid species distributed in 30 genera. Based on external morphological analyses, they partly confirmed the splitting of the subfamily into two tribes, the Harttini and the Loricariini, and proposed four morphological groups within the Loricariini: (1) the *Pseudohemiodon* group, (2) the *Loricaria* group, (3) the *Rineloricaria* group, and (4) the *Loricariichthys* group. The morphological data set of Covain and Fisch-Muller (2007) was used here to test our new approach for detecting morphological characters linked to the phylogeny. Then, the evolution of the retained characters has been inferred.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Taxonomic sampling

The molecular phylogeny was established for 14 genera totaling 20 species of Loricariinae. Taxonomic sampling was chosen in a way to include at least one representative of the different morphological groups defined in Covain and Fisch-Muller (2007). The outgroup was chosen in another subfamily of Loricariidae. The list of material used for this study is given in Table 1. The analyzed samples came from the tissue collection of MHNG, Geneva, and the sequences were deposited in GenBank. The morphological characters analyzed in this study are presented in Covain and Fisch-Muller (2007) and summarized at the end of Table 3.

2.2. DNA extraction, amplification and sequencing

Tissue samples were preserved in 80% ethanol and stored at −20 °C. Total genomic DNA was extracted with the DNeasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen) following the instructions of the manufacturer. The PCR amplification of partial 12S and 16S were carried out using the *Taq* PCR Core Kit (Qiagen). The primers used were: An12S-2D 5'-GCC AGC TTA CCC TGT GAA GG-3' and H3059 5'-CCG GTC TGA ACT CAG ATC ACG T-3'. The amplifications were performed in a total volume of 50 μl, containing 5 μl of 10× reaction buffer, 1 μl of dNTP mix at 10 mM each, 1 μl of each primer at 10 μM, 0.2 μl of *Taq* DNA Polymerase equivalent to 1 U of Polymerase per tube, and 1–4 μl of DNA. Cycles of amplification were programmed with the following profile: (1) 3 min at 94 °C (initial denaturing), (2) 35 s at 94 °C, (3) 30 s at 52–54 °C, (4) 2 min at 72 °C, and (5) 5 min at 72 °C (final elongation). Steps 2–4 were repeated 27–39 times according to the quality and concentration of DNA. PCR products were purified with the High Pure PCR Product Purification Kit (Roche). Sequencing reactions were performed with the Big Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction 3.1 Kit (Applied Biosystems) following instructions of the manufacturer, and were loaded on an automatic sequencer 3100-Avant Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Perkin-Elmer). To obtain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Crossoloricaria venezuelae</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Dasyloricaria tayronensis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Farlowella platyrhyncha</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Farlowella oxyxyncha</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Harttia guianensis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hemiodontichthys acipenserinus</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lacionticthys stibaros</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Loricaria clavipinna</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Loricaria parnahybae</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Loricariichthys maculatus</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Loricariichthys microdon</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Metaloricaria paucidens</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Metaloricaria platyncha</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Planloricaria cryptodon</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rineloricaria platyura</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rineloricaria lanceolata</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rineloricaria sp. Toconitas</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sturisomatichthys citurus</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sturisoma monopelte</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ancistrus cirrhosus</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The abbreviations of institutions follow Leviton et al. (1985).

* Outgroup.
the complete sequence of the amplified region, an internal primer was designed: Lor12S-3D 5'-CCT CGT ACC TTT TGC ATC ATG-3'.

2.3. Sequence alignment and phylogenetic reconstruction

The DNA sequences were edited and assembled using BioEdit 7.0.1 (Hall, 1999). Alignment was realized using ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994) and optimized by eye. Regions with ambiguous alignments were excluded from the analyses. Phylogenetic reconstructions were performed with PAUP* 4.0b10 (Swofford, 2003) following three methods: Neighbor-joining (NJ) (Saitou and Nei, 1987), Maximum parsimony (MP), and Maximum likelihood (ML) (Felsenstein, 1981). The model of substitution that best fitted the data was determined by Modeltest 3.06 (Posada and Crandall, 1998). The best fit model was used for the ML tree reconstructions and to correct the distance matrix for NJ analysis. Robustness of the results was estimated by resampling the data set with the nonparametric bootstrap (Efron, 1979) following Felsenstein’s (1985b) methodology with 1000 replicates for NJ and MP methods, and with 200 replicates for ML method. Alternative topologies were investigated using the Shimodaira and Hasegawa (SH) test (1999) that allows comparison between the best ML tree and an alternative topology (Goldman et al., 2000). SH tests were performed using PAUP* 4.0b10 with 2000 RELL replicates.

2.4. Co-structure analysis between morphology and genetics (CIA)

To highlight a possible relationship between the information of morphological data provided in Covain and Fisch-Muller (2007), and the one provided by our molecular data, both data sets were analyzed by co-inertia analysis (CIA) (Dolédec and Chessel, 1994). Taxonomical sampling was modified in order to keep the same 14 genera present in both data sets. For this, when more than one representative of a given genus was present in the molecular data set, all except one were pruned, that is to say: Loricaria parnahybae, Loricariichthys microdon, Rineloricaria sp. Tocantins, Rineloricaria platyura, Farlowella oxyrrynchus, and Sturiso ma nigrirostrum. Because morphological characters analyzed here are homogenous within genera, only generic names are given in the CIA and subsequent analyses. Molecular data were converted into a distance matrix corrected according to the model of substitution re-estimated by Modeltest 3.06 (Posada and Crandall, 1998). This matrix was then rendered Euclidian using Lingoes’s (1971) method. Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) (Gower, 1966) was performed on this corrected distance matrix to reveal the structuring of the genetic data set. This analysis provide a tree free representation of the phylogenetic data set onto axes, where the pairwise distances between genera are exactly the genetic pairwise distances of the matrix. Morphological data were analyzed by Hill and Smith Analysis (HSA) (1976) to reveal their structuring. The HSA consists in a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of a table mixing quantitative and qualitative variables. These two simple analyses (PCoA and HSA) were then coupled by a CIA to study a possible co-structure of each type of information. This analysis describes the common structure of both tables measured on the same statistical units (herein the genera). The mathematical model of CIA is given in Dolédec and Chessel (1994) and in Dray et al. (2003). Results of the CIA consist in two sets of scores (morphological in table $A = [a_1, \ldots, a_p]$ and genetic in table $B = [b_1, \ldots, b_p]$) of maximum covariance (i.e., maximization of product: $\text{cov}(a, b) = \text{var}(a)^{1/2} \cdot \text{var}(b)^{1/2} \cdot \text{cor}(a, b)$). Thus, the CIA maximizes a compromise between the structure of morphological information ($\text{var}(a)$), the structure of phylogenetic information ($\text{var}(b)$), and their link ($\text{cor}(a, b)$). To assess the significance of the CIA results, a Monte-Carlo permutation test was computed on the RV coefficient (Robert and Escoufier, 1976). This procedure tests the link between two tables by permuting simultaneously the rows of both tables. Then, the common structure of the tables has been extracted by computing Euclidian distances between genera using the CIA scores of both tables. This new distance matrix was submitted to a hierarchical analysis using Fitch and Margoliash (FM) (1967) algorithm, resulting in a phylogram showing the relationships that are strictly congruent between both data sets. The FM phylogram was calculated using the global optimization criterion with negative branch lengths allowed, and 999 random permutations for the input order of taxa. The most external group within Loricariinae, according to the results of the phylogeny, was used to root the tree. Multivariate analyses were conducted using ADE-4 software (Thioulouse et al., 1997), and the phylogram was calculated with the Fitch module in PHYLIP 3.66 package (Felsenstein, 2004).

2.5. Identification of phylogenetically dependent variables

Phylogenetically dependent variables are given by the CIA as those that show the strongest covariation with the phylogeny (i.e., variables with the most important absolute contributions, and the longest vectors when projected onto axes). In order to have an independent confirmation of the results obtained by our approach (CIA results), quantitative variables were submitted to the Test For Serial Independence (TFSI) (von Neumann et al., 1941), and qualitative variables to the RUNS test (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995) following Abouheif’s (1999) procedures, as implemented in Phylogenetic Independence version 2.0 (Reeve and Abouheif, 2003). These tests against phylogenetic autocorrelation allow to detect self-similarities among adjacent (ordered) observations. The computation of the statistics requires a topology and the value of a trait for the tips. An average statistics (C—mean for TFSI test, and Runs—mean for RUNS test) is calculated for a random representative sampling of all possible branch swap-
ming. This average statistics (observed) was then compared to a null hypothesis sampling distribution of randomized average statistics obtained by calculating an average statistics on a representative sampling of all possible branch swapping on topologies obtained after randomly shuffling the tips of the original topology. The tree topology used here corresponds to the ML tree calculated from the molecular data set used for the CIA analysis. Average statistics were estimated after 10,000 random permutations of tips around nodes and compared to the randomized average statistics obtained after 10,000 random shuffling of tips.

2.6. Analysis of character evolution

We first analyzed quantitative phylogenetically dependent variables by using a canonical procedure that allowed decomposition of their variance along the phylogenetic tree (Ollier et al., 2006). Prior to the variance analysis, an orthonormal vectorial basis was constructed to represent the topology of the phylogenetic tree. This tree (root, nodes, and tips) was described by a set of ordered dummy variables corresponding to a tip or a node (and its descendant tips). These dummy variables were then orthonormalized to obtain the orthonormal basis. Vectors of this basis were linear combinations of the dummy variables ranked according to the initial ranking of the dummy variables. This allowed the interpretation of the successive vectors in terms of decreasing phylogenetic dissimilarities. Then, a linear regression was performed with the centered and scaled trait variable as response variable, and the orthonormal basis as explanatory variables. Regression coefficients allowed reconstructing the trait variable, and squared coefficients provided variance decomposition of the trait onto the orthonormal basis. The plotting of the squared coefficients and of the cumulative squared coefficients provides two graphical tools called orthogram and cumulative orthogram (Ollier et al., 2006). Four permutation procedures associated to orthograms are used to test the null hypothesis of phylogenetic independence. These procedures are based on different statistics and consider different alternative hypotheses. The R2Max statistics was used to test against the alternative hypothesis that one vector explained a significant part of the trait variance (punctual effect). SkR2k was used to test against the alternative hypothesis that vectors near the tips (or the root) explained a significant part of the trait variance. SkR2k is high when the trait variance was rather explained by last vectors (towards tips) and low when explained by first vectors (towards root). Dmax is a Kolmogorov–Smirnov-like statistic and was used to test if the vector of squared coefficients may be an ordered random sample of the uniform distribution on (0,1). Dmax was used to test against the alternative hypothesis that some successive vectors explained a significant part of the trait variance. Finally, SCE is a measure of the average local variation of the orthogram and tests against the alternative hypothesis that there are significant differences in variance explained by vectors and their neighbors (precedent or subsequent). Distribution of the statistics under the null hypothesis and confidence limits of (cumulative) orthograms were built using 9999 random permutations of the trait values. Orthograms and associated tests (Ollier et al., 2006) were conducted using ade4 package (Chessel et al., 2004) in R 2.4.0 (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996).

We then analyzed qualitative phylogenetically dependent variables using Maximum likelihood ancestral state reconstruction as implemented in the Stochchar 1.1 package (Maddison and Maddison, 2006a), in Mesquite 1.12 (Maddison and Maddison, 2006b). This method estimates for each node the ancestral states that maximize the probability of observing the different character states in the terminal taxa, given a stochastic model of evolution. We used the Lewis’s (2001) Mk model which assumes equal rates of change from one state to another, for forward as well as backward rates. This global rate was directly estimated from the data, and scaled using our ML tree branch lengths.

3. Results

3.1. Phylogenetic analysis of the subfamily Loricariinae

We sequenced the partial 12S and 16S mitochondrial genes of 20 Loricariinae species representing 14 genera. The sequence alignment included 1739 positions from which 238 corresponded to the 12S rRNA gene, 73 corresponded to the tRNA Val gene, and 1428 belonged to the 16S rRNA gene. The model GTR+G+I (Tavare´, 1997) fitted our data the best as indicated by Modeltest.

MP, ML and NJ analyses lead to comparable tree topologies. The MP tree (not shown) included 1572 steps (CI = 0.513; RI = 0.528). In the ML tree (lnL = 9414.26784), shown in Fig. 1, the Loricariinae was split into two lineages: the Harttiini (Fig. 1, clade 1), including the single genus Harttia, and the Loricariini (Fig. 1, clade 2). The Loricariini was divided into two clades, the Sturisomina (new subtribe) (clade A), and the Loricariina (clade B). The genus Lamontichthys was the first diverging genus within the clade Sturisomina, a position strongly supported by bootstrap values (100/100/99). The remaining Sturisomina representatives were then split into two lineages, one comprising a species of Farlowella and the two representatives of Sturisoma, and a second comprising another species of Farlowella and Sturisomatichthys. However, the first group was not found in NJ and MP tree topologies, and the node giving Farlowella platoryncha as sister genus of Sturisomatichthys was weakly supported by the same two methods. The polyphyly of Farlowella was assessed by a one-tailed SH test with, as alternative topology, the enforced monophyly of Farlowella as sister group of Sturisoma and Sturisomatichthys (without hypotheses concerning their interrelationships). The result indicated that the monophyly of Farlowella was significantly rejected (p = 0.0495). Our phylogenetic reconstructions all showed the monophyly of the subtribe Loricariina yet only the
ML analysis gave good bootstrap support. Within the Loricariina, *Metaloricaria* branched at the base of the clade. The sister group of *Metaloricaria* was strongly supported (100/99/100) with *Dasyloricaria* as sister genus of all remaining representatives of the subtribe. The sister group of *Dasyloricaria* was then split into two clades: the first corresponding to *Rineloricaria* representatives, and the second comprising the remaining genera studied herein. This last group contained two clades with on one hand representatives of the *Loricariichthys* group, and on the other hand representatives of the *Loricaria* group plus *Crossoloricaria* and *Planiloricaria*, these last two genera belonging to the so called *Pseudohemiodon* group (*sensu* Covain and Fisch-Muller, 2007). Within the *Loricariichthys* group, the nominal genus occupied a sister position to *Hemiodonichthys* and *Limatulichthys*. The NJ tree showed however an unresolved polytomy among these three genera. Within the *Loricaria-Pseudohemiodon* clade, all methods placed *Loricaria* representatives as the sister lineage to the *Pseudohemiodon* group.

3.2. Co-structure analysis of molecular and morphological data

In order to highlight the co-structure of the morphological data as compared to the molecular data, the CIA was performed on the restricted data sets comprising the same taxonomic sampling. The new genetic distance matrix was calculated using a re-estimated model of substitutions which characteristics were: GTR+G+I: base frequencies: \( fA = 0.3563, fC = 0.2376, fG = 0.1970, fT = 0.2091 \); substitutions rates \( [A \leftrightarrow G] = 11.7966, [C \leftrightarrow T] = 42.5481, [A \leftrightarrow T] = 4.5376, [A \leftrightarrow C] = 0.0089, [G \leftrightarrow T] = 1 \); proportion of invariable sites \( I = 0.4527 \); gamma shape parameter: \( \alpha = 0.5508 \). A first assessment of the relationships between morphology and genetics was performed using the RV coefficient, and showed a strong and significant correlation between both data sets \( p < 0.0001; RV = 0.832 \). The projection of inertia axes of the PCoA of the genetic data and of the HSA of the morphological data onto co-inertia axes (Fig. 2c) placed
Fig. 2. Co-inertia analysis. Projection of data coordinates of preliminary analyses (PCoA of genetic data and HSA of morphological data) onto axes 1–2 of the co-inertia analysis. (a) Normalized individuals' scores in the co-inertia plan: genetic data (origin of arrows) and morphological data (extremity of arrows). (b) Coordinates of morphological variables in the co-inertia plan (numbered as in Table 3). (c) Projection of inertia axes of simple analyses onto co-inertia axes: inertia axes of PCoA of genetic data (left); inertia axes of HSA of morphological data (right). (d) Eigenvalues of co-inertia analysis. (e) Bivariate plots of correlations of normalized individuals' scores (genetic data in abscise and morphological data in ordinate) for the first (left) and second (right) co-inertia axes.
plan 1–3 of the genetic data analysis in relation to plan 1–2 of the morphological data analysis. Thus, CIA found that both axes 1 were associated, and that axis 3 of the genetic data was associated to axis 2 of the morphological data. The first plan of CIA accounted for 85.84% of the total co-structure (78.47% for axis 1 and 7.37% for axis 2) (Fig. 2d). CIA characteristics are given in Table 2. Covariance associated to the first axis was almost four times greater than the one associated to other axes. Co-inertia plan 1–2 was of the same quality than plans 1–3 and 1–2 of the initial analyses. The inertia projected onto co-inertia axes was equivalent to the one projected onto inertia axes of the initial analyses: 99.05% (0.004643/0.004599) of the genetic data structure and 97.96% (0.487/0.4971) of the morphological data structure was recovered by axis 1 of the co-structure analysis. Correlations between both data sets were also very high (more than 0.97 on the first co-inertia axis and 0.92 on the second one). Axis 1 of co-inertia analysis defined the tribal rank of the subfamily and split Harttiini, Sturisomina, and Metaloricaria on one hand and Loricariina on the other hand. Axis 2 defined the generic rank and ordered the genera according to their morphological and genetic proximity. The projection of morphological and genetic data coordinates onto co-inertia axes is given in Fig. 2. Superimposition of both sets of coordinates, after normalization for scaling (Fig. 2a), allowed to display the most important differences between genetic (origin of arrows) and morphological data (extremity of arrows). These differences mainly concerned the generic rank (axis 2) and particularly genera Planilocaria, Dasyloricaria, and Metaloricaria among Loricariini, and Harttia concerning Harttiini. The co-structure highlighted concerned thereby the tribal rank and the grouping of genera in some groups (morphological and genetic) which were Sturisomina and the Loricaria–Pseudohemiodon group. The position of Hemiodontichthys was also consistent between both representations, whereas Metaloricaria was placed together with Harttiini and Sturisomina. In the same manner, Sturisomina was grouped with Harttiini. The morphological variables involved the most in the co-structure were identified by the projection of the variables onto the first co-inertia plan (Fig. 2b) and by the inertia analysis. Absolute contributions of the variables to the axes are given in Table 3. Concerning axis 1 (tribal rank), these variables corresponded, in decreasing order, to: mouth and tooth shapes (variables G and H which contributed to 12.38% of the explained inertia by this axis), the absence or presence of deep or weak postorbital notches (variable C, 12.04% of the explained inertia), the number of caudal-fin rays (variable I, 10.72% of the explained inertia), the lip structure (variable E, 8.9% of the explained inertia), the number of premaxillary and dentary teeth (variables V and VI, respectively, 7.84% and 7.49% of the explained inertia), the presence or absence of predorsal keels (variable D, 7.16% of the explained inertia), the presence or absence of fringed barbels (variable F, 5.63% of the explained inertia), and the characteristics of the maxillary barbels (variable I, 4.95% of the explained inertia). Concerning axis 2 (generic rank), the strongest contributions were registered for: the tooth and mouth shape (variables H and G which contributed, respectively, to 21.16% and 20.94% of the explained inertia by this axis), the absence or presence of deep or weak postorbital notches (variable C, 13.47% of the explained inertia), the absence or presence of a complete or incomplete abdominal cover (variable A, 13.39% of the explained inertia), and the lip’s structure (variable E, 12.16% of the explained inertia). Bivariate plots of the individuals’ normalized scores concerning co-inertia axes 1 and 2 (Fig. 2e) showed a better ordination of the genera along first axis, knowing the phylogenetic tree topology. Along axis 2, representatives of the Pseudohemiodon group were indeed grouped with Harttiini and Metaloricaria, whereas Loricaria was placed among Sturisomina. A part of the incongruent information (background noise) was thus integrated on axis 2 and following ones, and these axes were consequently discarded for the calculation of the phylogram depicting the amount of phylogenetic information strictly congruent between the morphological and the genetic data sets. This strict congruence phylogram was thus reconstructed by taking, for each genus, the scores of the morphological and genetic data only on the first CIA axis to compute dissimilarities between individuals. Harttia was used as the rooting group according to previous results. The tree that best fit the distance matrix (Fig. 3) showed a topology comparable to the one of the ML tree. The first difference was that Sturisomina was partly retrieved by grouping Sturisoma, Sturisomatichthys, and Farlowella but not Lamonitchthys. The relationships within Sturisomina stayed unresolved because of contradictions between genetics and morphology. The second difference lied within the Loricariina where Rineloricaria,
Table 3
Main characteristics of variables tested for phylogenetic dependence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abs. contribution to co-inertia axis 1 (in %)</td>
<td>10.72</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>12.38</td>
<td>12.38</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>8.90</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abs. contribution to co-inertia axis 2 (in %)</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>20.94</td>
<td>21.16</td>
<td>13.47</td>
<td>12.13</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>13.39</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFSI test (C-mean)</td>
<td>0.7103</td>
<td>0.5606</td>
<td>0.6086</td>
<td>0.0411</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.0554</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2Max test</td>
<td>0.6851</td>
<td>0.5166</td>
<td>0.5082</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SkR2k test</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.2029</td>
<td>0.2016</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dmax test</td>
<td>0.7002</td>
<td>0.7582</td>
<td>0.7225</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCE test</td>
<td>2.2602</td>
<td>2.4662</td>
<td>2.1879</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variables are titled as in Covain and Fisch-Muller (2007), and are ordered according to their absolute contributions to the first co-inertia axis. Quantitative variables I–VI. I, number of caudal-fin rays (including spines); II, number of pectoral-fin rays (including spine); III, number of pelvic-fin rays (including spine); IV, number of dorsal-fin rays (including spine); V, number of premaxillary teeth; VI, number of dentary teeth. Qualitative variables A–K. A, abdominal cover with three modalities: 1 = absent, 2 = present incomplete, 3 = present complete; B, secondary organization in the abdominal cover with two modalities: 1 = absent, 2 = present; C, postorbital notches with three modalities: 1 = absent, 2 = present weak, 3 = present deep; D, predorsal keels with two modalities: 1 = absent, 2 = present; E, lips structure with three modalities: 1 = papillose, 2 = filamentous, 3 = rather smooth; F, fringed barbels with two modalities: 1 = absent, 2 = present; G, mouth shape with four modalities: 1 = elliptical, 2 = horse shoe like, 3 = bilobate, 4 = bilobate with trapezoidal opening; H, tooth shape with five modalities: 1 = pedunculated, 2 = straight bicuspid, 3 = pedunculated size reduced, 4 = straight bicuspid size reduced, 5 = spoon shaped size reduced; I, maxillary barbels with two modalities: 1 = rounded, 2 = pointed. Absolute contribution to co-inertia axis: contribution of each variable to the total inertia explained by the axis. TFSI and RUNS tests: tests against phylogenetic autocorrelation, respectively, for quantitative and qualitative variables as defined by Abouheif (1999). R2Max, SkR2k, Dmax, and SCE tests: tests against phylogenetic dependence as defined by Ollier et al. (2006). Bold types indicate significant tests for $\alpha = 5\%$. 
Dasyloricaria, the *Loricariichthys* group and the *Loricaria* + *Pseudohemiodon* groups were all retrieved but with unresolved interrelationships. The last difference was the polytomy within the *Loricariichthys* group due to conflicting information between morphological and genetic data.

### 3.3. Identification of morphological phylogenetically dependent variables

The quality of the obtained strict congruence phylogram allowed the recognition of several morphological groups that were congruent with the molecular phylogeny, and highlighted the level of resolution reached by the morphological variables to describe these groups from a phylogenetic point of view. The variables involved in the characterization of these groups were then tested for phylogenetic dependence following our new approach. The CIA results were summarized in the first two lines of Table 3. The contributions of quantitative variables to the first axis ranged from 10.72% to 0.93%, while quantitative variables ranged from 12.38% to 0.01%. On axis 2, the absolute contributions of quantitative variables were small (1.6–0.14%), while qualitative variables showed generally high contributions (21.16–0.09%). These results were compared to the outputs of the TFSI tests (Table 3) which identified three quantitative variables to be strongly positively autocorrelated with the phylogeny: (1) the number of caudal-fin rays (I), (2) the numbers of premaxillary (V) and (3) dentary teeth (VI). These three variables also showed the strongest contributions to co-inertia axis 1, ranging from 10.72% (I) to 7.49% (VI). On axis 2, all quantitative variables were weakly informative. The CIA results were then compared to the outputs of the RUNS tests conducted on qualitative variables (Table 3) which showed a significant autocorrelation to the phylogeny for the following characters: abdominal cover present or absent (A), postorbital notches shape (C), predorsal keels present or absent (D), lip structure (E), fringed barbels present or absent (F), mouth shape (G), the tooth shape (H), and maxillary barbel length (I). The null hypothesis of absence of phylogenetic autocorrelation was consequently rejected for all these variables. To the contrary, absence of phylogenetic autocorrelation was not significantly rejected for the following variables: secondary organization in the abdominal plating (B), rostrum present or absent (J), and snout shape (K). All phylogenetically autocorrelated variables possessed the strongest contributions to axis 1, ranging from 12.38% (G,H) to 3.83% (A). On axis 2, phylogenetically autocorrelated variables such as predorsal keels present or absent (D), and fringed barbels present or absent (F) appeared weakly informative (0.09% and 0.59%, respectively), whereas uninformative variables such as rostrum present or absent (J) and the snout shape (K) played a more important role on the axis, contributing, respectively, to 3.37% and 4.5%. This means that one part of the background noise was integrated on axis 2, and provided an *a posteriori* justification for the rejection of axis 2 and next ones in the calculation of the strict congruence phylogram. In summary, the variables that contributed more than 3.83% to the co-inertia axis 1 were significantly correlated to the phylogeny according to TFSI and RUNS results.

### 3.4. Evolutionary analysis of phylogenetically dependent morphological variables

Quantitative variables I, V, and VI (Table 3) were analyzed using the orthogram approach (Fig. 4). The tree topology together with the vectorial basis (Fig. 4a) allowed the identification of the ranking of the nodes, and consequently to see which vector accounted for which node. The orthogram of the first quantitative variable analyzed, the number of caudal-fin rays (I) (Fig. 4b, top), indicated that vector 2 explained the greatest part of the variance. This vector showed a strong departure from the expected value under the hypothesis of absence of phylogenetic dependence (given by the solid line in Fig. 4b, top), and peaked outside of the confidence limit (given by the dashes). The cumulative orthogram (Fig. 4b, down) confirmed predominance of vector 2 in the variance distribution. A significant departure from H0 was registered for this vector, and this pattern was preserved for several suc-
cessive vectors. The maximum deviation from the expected value was given for the sum of the three first vectors (vertical arrow in Fig. 4b, down) meaning that maximum variation was registered on these three vectors. All four statistical tests were also significant, particularly $R_{\text{Max}}$ (Table 3; $p(X \geq X_{\text{obs}}) = 0.0016$), indicating that a single
punctual modification of the trait (number of caudal-fin rays) occurred at a particular node and that it stayed unchanged afterward. Moreover, the variance distribution was rather skewed towards the root (Table 3; SkR2k: p(X ≤ Xobs) = 0.0007), indicating that the deepest nodes of the phylogeny explained the variance distribution. These results suggested that this trait has been shaped deep in the phylogeny. In summary, a single major punctual event occurred at node 2, between Sturisomina and Loricariina lineages, with a reduction of the number of caudal-fin rays in Loricariina.

In the second and third quantitative traits analyzed, the numbers of premaxillary (V) and dentary (VI) teeth, variance decomposition showed similar patterns. The orthogram plot (Fig. 4c and d, up) pointed vectors 1 and 2 as explaining the major part of the variance distribution. Cumulative orthograms (Fig. 4c and d, down) confirmed this fact with a maximum departure from the expected value under absence of phylogenetic dependence registered for the sum of two first vectors (arrow on vector 2). Out of the four statistics tested (Table 3), only R2Max was not significant meaning that a rather gradual effect was responsible of the variance distribution. Moreover, this distribution was skewed towards the root (Table 3; SkR2k: p(X ≤ Xobs) = 0.0001 and p(X ≤ Xobs) = 0.0002 for numbers of premaxillary and dentary teeth, respectively). Consequently, these two traits have been also shaped rather deep in the phylogeny. Two major successive events can be reconstructed in the overall gradual trend: a first decrease in the number of premaxillary and dentary teeth between Harttiini and Loricariini lineages (Fig. 4a, node 1), and a second decrease between Sturisomina and Loricariina lineages (Fig. 4a, node 2).

Qualitative variables A, C, D, E, F, G, H, and I were analyzed using Maximum likelihood ancestral state reconstruction (Fig. 5). The mouth shape (Fig. 5a) evolved from circular in Harttiini and Sturisomina, to bilobate in all Loricariina except Metaloricaria which displays a horse shoe like mouth. Therefore, the ancestral state reconstruction showed an unclear state at the root of Loricariina, with a slight preference for the elliptical state (pG1 = 0.6186). A second step in the specialization of the mouth in Loricariina occurred in the Pseudohemiodon group which displays a bilobate mouth but with a trapezoidal opening. The tooth shape (Fig. 5b) showed a similar pattern of evolution than the mouth shape. Tooth evolved from pedunculated in Harttiini and Sturisomina to more specialized in Loricariina. A first step occurred at the basal diversification of the Loricariina where the teeth evolved from an ancestor possessing more probably pedunculated teeth (pE1 = 0.6120), to teeth pedunculated yet reduced in size in Metaloricaria, and straight and bicuspid in the sister lineage. In this last lineage, two other modifications occurred later on: a reduction in size in the Loricariichthys group and a change towards spoon shaped teeth reduced in size in the Pseudohemiodon group. The postorbital notches (Fig. 5c) appeared in the ancestor of the Loricariina. This feature regressed two times toward weak postorbital notches: a first time in Limatulichthys, and a second time in the Pseudohemiodon group. The lip structure (Fig. 5d) evolved from papillose in Harttiini, Sturisomina, and basal Loricariina, to rather smooth in the Loricariichthys group, and filamentous in the Loricaria and Pseudohemiodon groups. The sudden diversification of the lip structure made it difficult to reconstruct the ancestral state at the origin of this diversification (Fig. 5d, pE1 = 0.4118, pE2 = 0.2265, pE3 = 0.3617). Predorsal keels (Fig. 5e) appeared most probably in the ancestor of the Loricariina lineage not comprising Metaloricaria (pD1 = 0.8401). Thereafter, this feature regressed in several representatives of the Loricariichthys group such as Loricariichthys and Limatulichthys. Fringed barbels (Fig. 5f) are present only in some members of the Loricariina, yet the first appearance of this feature was difficult to assess and consequently none of the deeper ancestral nodes within this tribe displayed a clear state assignment. It seemed however clear that this feature regressed in representatives of the Loricariichthys group while it has never been present in Metaloricaria. The maxillary barbels (Fig. 5g) evolved from inconspicuous to conspicuous in two Loricariina lineages: the Loricaria and Pseudohemiodon groups. The abdominal cover (Fig. 5h) is absent in the species representing Harttiini and present in extant Loricariini, making it difficult to assess the state of the ancestor, yet the Maximum likelihood ancestral state reconstruction method slightly favors the presence of an abdominal cover (pA3 = 0.7171). Later on, this character evolved from a complete abdominal cover to an incomplete cover in the Pseudohemiodon group.

![Fig. 4. Variance decomposition of three quantitative morphological traits across the orthonormal basis defined by the phylogenetic tree topology. (a) Phylogenetic tree (left) and description of the topology of the tree by the orthonormal vectors B1 to B13 which represent nodes and descendant tips (right). Node numbering in the phylogenetic tree (1–13) indicates the number of the vector (B1–B13) that accounts for the variance associated to the node. The indicative scale show squares with sizes proportional to the values of the orthonormal vectors (white and black for negative and positive values, respectively). (b) Variance decomposition of the number of caudal-fin rays (I) using the orthogram plot (upper panel) and the cumulative orthogram plot (lower panel). (c) Variance decomposition of the number of premaxillary teeth (V) using the orthogram plot (upper panel) and the cumulative orthogram plot (lower panel). (d) Variance decomposition of the number of dentary teeth (VI) using the orthogram plot (upper panel) and the cumulative orthogram plot (lower panel).]
4. Discussion

In this work, we were interested in reconstructing the evolutionary history of the Loricariinae, a highly specialized group of neotropical catfishes, and in deciphering the evolution of their morphological traits. For this purpose, we used a new approach to detect phylogenetic dependence of character variations to the phylogeny, which...
is a prerequisite for a sensible evolutionary analysis of characters. Our approach using the CIA has the advantage over existing methods to treat the full morphological data set at once, including qualitative and quantitative variables. The CIA offers a graphical output which allows a detailed analysis of the contribution of individual variables to the overall trend, within the frame of the phylogenetic tree. Contradictions and congruences between both data sets are highlighted on the factorial map of individuals (Fig. 2a) by the relative position of both systems of coordinates (genetic and morphological) onto co-inertia axes. Incongruence between both data sets is given by the size of arrows representing the differences between genetics and morphology. Longer arrows, or origin of arrows in positive values and extremity in negative values imply strong contradictions between both data sets. In our case, no strong contradiction was highlighted by the CIA. The factorial map of variables (Fig. 2b), reveals the contribution of each variable to the co-structure, and identifies the groups defined by these variables. The graph of eigenvalues (Fig. 2d) identifies the axis explaining the major part of the congruent information between both data sets. Thus, the CIA provides an ordination of the variables according to their contribution to the co-inertia axes and by this mean allows the identification of phylogenetically dependent variables as well as the identification of the axes containing phylogenetic “noise” which are then discarded from the calculation of the strict congruence phylogram. The CIA approach has also the advantage of having no theoretical limitations and can be generalized to K tables displaying the same taxonomical sampling. These data can be of many different types (genetic, morphological, ethological, geographical, ecological...). The robustness of the CIA approach was assessed by comparing the level of correlation to the phylogeny as obtained by this method and the p-values obtained by classical tests, namely the TFSI test for quantitative variables, and the RUNS test for qualitative variables (Abouheif, 1999). The results of the comparisons (Table 3) show a strict correspondence between our approach and Abouheif’s tests for assessing phylogenetic dependence and in this way we have shown that variables contributing more than 3.83% to the co-inertia axis 1 were significantly correlated to the phylogeny.

In order to study the morphological evolution of the Loricariinae catfishes, we first inferred the phylogeny of the subfamily using 12S and 16S mitochondrial genes. The results show that Harttiini sensu Rapp Py-Daniel (1997) is not a monophyletic assemblage due to the scattered positions of its representatives in the phylogenetic tree, with a basal position of Harttia (type genus) as the sister group to all other Loricariinae analyzed. This corroborates the findings of Montoya-Burgos et al. (1998) who recovered this topology with a more restricted Loricariinae sampling. According to our results, we propose that the Harttiini should be restricted to the single genus Harttia. In the phylogenetic tree, the Loricariini sensu Isbrücker (1979) was not retrieved. We thus redefine the Loricariini as the clade comprising two sister subtribes, (1) the Lori- carina including all former Loricariini sensu Isbrücker (1979), and (2) a new monophyletic subtribe named Sturisomina, from the name of the first described genus of this group. Sturisomina includes at its base Lamontichthys as sister genus of Farlowella, Sturisoma, and Sturisomatichthys whose relationships still deserve further investigations. The paraphyly of Farlowella, even though surprising, is supported by the significant rejection of the constrained monophyly of the genus as assessed using the SH-test. A larger taxonomic sampling remains however necessary to definitely answer this question.

The relative position of Metaloricaria at the base of the Loricariina clade, is not consistent with the classification of Isbrücker (1979) who assigned it to the Harttiini tribe, and Metaloricariina subtribe. The position of Metaloricaria in our trees is poorly supported by bootstrap values for MP and NJ analyses, and should therefore be considered cautiously. However, the topology agrees with the hypothesis of Rapp Py-Daniel (1997) who suggested a placement within Loricariini (sensu Isbrücker, 1979). Herein, the Loricariina constitutes the sister group of Sturisomina. Within the Loricariina, Dasyloricaria occupies a basal position, just after Metaloricaria, while Rineloricaria has a derived position relative to Dasyloricaria and constitutes the sister group to all other Loricariina. This topological situation renders the Rineloricariina subtribe proposed by Isbrücker, 1979 paraphyletic. Indeed, this subtribe comprised Dasy- loricaria, Rineloricaria, Ixinandria, and Spatuloricaria, a grouping which is incompatible with our results. In addition, this subtribe was already questioned by Rapp Py-Daniel (1997) who found a paraphyly between Spatuloricaria and Rineloricaria. Here, the Loricariichthys group

---

**Fig. 5.** Maximum likelihood ancestral state reconstructions of eight qualitative life-history traits along the phylogenetic tree using a single forward-backward rate (mK) model. Traits are ordered according to their significance to co-inertia axis 1. (a) Ancestral state reconstruction of the mouth shape with four modalities (G): estimated rate of change 1.981274554, log L = 13.32290011; (b) ancestral state reconstruction of the tooth shape with five modalities (H): estimated rate of change 2.431420956, log L = 18.36402556; (c) ancestral state reconstruction of the postorbital notches with three modalities (C): estimated rate of change 3.33717473, log L = 12.268601550; (d) ancestral state reconstruction of the lips structure with three modalities (E): estimated rate of change 1.84519947, log L = 10.47907210; (e) ancestral state reconstruction of the predorsal keels with two modalities (D): estimated rate of change 7.174727555, log L = 8.39048636; (f) ancestral state reconstruction of the fringed barbels with two modalities (F): estimated rate of change 5.604381355, log L = 8.07064024; (g) ancestral state reconstruction of the maxillary barbels with two modalities (I): estimated rate of change 4.041408096, log L = 7.52479656; (h) ancestral state reconstruction of the abdominal cover with three modalities (A): estimated rate of change 1.88539421, log L = 9.22821077. Boxes indicate the marginal probabilities of the most probable states. Likelihoods are reported as proportional likelihoods.
constitutes the sister clade of \textit{Loricaria} plus the \textit{Pseudohemiodon} groups. On the basis of the present taxonomic sampling, \textit{Loricaria} is the sister clade of the \textit{Pseudohemiodon} group represented here by \textit{Crossoloricaria} and \textit{Planiloricaria}. This agrees with Rapp Py-Daniel's (1997) results who found \textit{Loricaria} branching at the base of the Planiloricariina (comprising \textit{Planiloricaria} and \textit{Crossoloricaria} among others). Nevertheless, these relationships deserve and wider taxonomic sampling for being confidently supported.

An overview of the morphological groups recently proposed by Covain and Fisch-Muller (2007) and the molecular phylogenetic results obtained herein, suggested that common information was shared between both data types. A strong correlation was indeed observed (RV = 0.832). This analysis suggested that several morphological groups were not obtained by chance or by character convergence, but followed a phylogenetic classification. The amount of congruent information between both data sets is in fact significant as summarized is the strict congruence phylogram (Fig. 3). This phylogram based on the co-structure analysis confirmed the natural status of several morphological groups like the Harttiini and, among Loricariini: \textit{Loricaria} (including \textit{Loricariichthys}, and \textit{Loricaria-Pseudohemiodon} groups), and one part of Sturisomina. The \textit{Rineloricaria} group did not constitute a natural group as defined by incompatible molecular and morphological hypotheses. The co-structure showed that the variables used by Covain and Fisch-Muller (2007) were relevant to characterize tribal and subtribal ranks, as well as several morphological groups, but were insufficient to define the generic rank. Therefore, the lack of resolution at the generic level in the phylogram came mainly from the restricted morphological data set rather than from incompatibilities (6 discrete quantitative and 11 qualitative variables). However, the quality of the strict congruence phylogram obtained validates the co-inertia approach in a phylogenetic context by identifying morphological variables correlated to the phylogeny in a pool of different types of variables.

Maximum likelihood ancestral state reconstructions of qualitative variables underlined similar patterns of evolution of traits linked to the mouth. Moreover, the mouth characteristics appeared as the most important features for discriminating the different groups of this subfamily, as traits linked to this organ show the strongest variations correlated to the phylogeny. Therefore, we believe that the mouth shape, the tooth shape, the lips structure and the barbels shape may have co-evolved due to identical selective pressure acting on this organ. The co-variation of these traits may reflect adaptations to the large number of ecological niches conquered by the Loricariinae. For instance, species occurring over sandy substrates, such as the representatives of the \textit{Pseudohemiodon} and \textit{Loricaria} groups, possess a bilobate mouth with filamentous lips, whereas more rheophilic species like representatives of \textit{Harttia} or \textit{Lamontichthys} (which live on stones) possess an elliptical mouth with papillose lips. Our conclusions also highlight the difficulties in defining evolutionary independent morphological characters for phylogenetic purposes.

Some qualitative variables retained as phylogenetically dependent were homoplasic as referring to the molecular phylogenetic tree such as the predorsal keels, the fringed and maxillary barbels. The two first characters show local losses while the third displays two independent gains, which is a case of evolutionary convergence. This indicates that the CIA approach is not too restrictive and allows the retention of characters with some degree of homoplasy which can be of different nature (losses or independent gains). However, although retaining them as interesting characters, the CIA ordered them as the less informative among the retained ones (see absolute contributions on axis 1 in Table 3).

The analysis of the quantitative variables with the orthogram method (Ollier et al., 2006) not only showed that these variables were shaped by the evolutionary history of this group but also described how these variables evolved along the phylogeny. The analysis of the number of caudal-fin rays indicated a significant drop at the base of the Loricariina lineage, with a reduction of rays from 14 (13 in \textit{Farlowella}) in Sturisomina, to 12 in \textit{Loricariina} (13 in \textit{Metaloricaria}). We have noticed that in Loricariina, the loss of caudal-fin rays was accompanied by the appearance of a thicker caudal-spine bearing a whip used as a defensive weapon. These concomitant morphological changes may therefore be linked and the formation of the thicker caudal-spine with its whip may be the outcome of ray fusions. Contrasting with the instance of caudal-fin rays number variation linked to the phylogeny presented above, the punctual reduction of caudal-fin rays in \textit{Farlowella} and \textit{Metaloricaria} were not dependent to the phylogeny but rather randomly distributed events and were thus discarded from an evolutionary interpretation. The analysis of the caudal-fin rays exemplifies the possibility that a given morphological trait may display changes that are linked to the phylogeny and others that arise in a stochastic manner. Yet, we have the tools to discern between these two situations. The study of the number of premaxillary and dentary teeth revealed a more gradual evolution of these features, as indicated by the non significativity of the R2Max test. The decrease in the number of teeth extended gradually along the phylogeny, from Harttiini (bearing 80 premaxillary and 70 dentary teeth) to Loricariini (bearing less than 60 premaxillary and 50 dentary teeth), and then between Sturisomina (bearing 20 to 60 premaxillary and 15 to 50 dentary teeth) and Loricariina (bearing 0 to 15 premaxillary and 3 to 15 dentary teeth).

As shown in our study, the orthogram method of Ollier et al. (2006) proved to be a powerful tool to detect phylogenetic dependence and to analyze the patterns of evolution of quantitative life-history traits. However, this method suffers from the fact that it can not treat qualitative variables; a weakness that can be partly overcome by using the CIA approach. The convincing results given by the orthograms encourage nevertheless the development of
the method for analyzing qualitative data or even a complete table mixing different types of data. The theoretical background for generalizing the orthomethod is in progress and its implementation will be performed soon.
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